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The key points

of LSF



You want to learn French and are looking for high-quality training that will allow 

you to achieve the objectives you have set for yourself? And moreover, you 

want to do this in a friendly atmosphere and be accompanied and supported 

throughout your training?

—
LSF Montpellier is a school that places your learning project at the heart 
of its priorities while ensuring your well-being at every stage of your stay. 

 

 

I N T R O D U C T I O N



LSF Montpellier stands out for the quality of its teaching 

and the great diversity of its students: a mix of objectives 

(academic needs, professional motivations or simply for fun), 

levels (from complete beginner to C2 level), ages (from 16 

to 85 years) and cultures (we welcome students from more 

than 80 different countries each year). LSF Montpellier also 

stands out for its extraordinary atmosphere thanks to its living 

spaces: garden, library and computer room in a splendid room.

In addition to a very high level teaching programme, LSF 

Montpellier offers its students complete accommodation 

solutions, with a focus on immersive stays with host families. 

It is also possible to reside in a student residence, apartment 

or shared flat. Finally, and because we offer our students a rich 

and complete experience, a varied programme of activities is 

offered every week: sports, arts & culture, gastronomy. 

At LSF Montpellier, French is 
learned in the classrooms but also in 
moments of relaxation.

Welcome to France,
Welcome to Montpellier,

Welcome to LSF!

01The school
Located in Montpellier, in the South of France, LSF has been 
teaching French for more than 20 years and has the best 
reputation in the region. It has been awarded the “QUALITÉ 
FLE” label with the highest score. Located in the heart of 
the historic centre, with 20 air-conditioned classrooms, the 
school welcomes approximately 3,000 students each year. 



Elisa Clément
Director of Studies.
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 L S F ’ S  R E P U T A T I O N 

The quality of its teaching

 O U R  R O L E 

To accompany and support you 
in your learning

 O U R  O B J E C T I V E 

Your progress in French

 



2 . 1
—

 A TEAM OF VERY EXPERIENCED 
 TEACHERS  

All our teachers are native French 
speakers and hold a university 
degree in French as a Foreign 
Language (FLE).

Our permanent team consists of 7 teachers, all of whom 

have extensive experience at LSF and in teaching French 

as a foreign language in general. We value educational 

innovation, which is why our teachers regularly follow 

training courses to ensure a level of excellence at LSF. We 

only recruit experienced and creative, competent and 

enthusiastic teachers who know how to make their French 

lessons coherent, stimulating, enjoyable and fun.

All teachers working at LSF are regularly observed by the 

school’s director of studies, which ensures the consistency of 

the training offered by LSF. Students are also encouraged to 

provide feedback on the courses they have taken.

2 . 2
—

 HIGHLY EFFICIENT RESOURCES 

LSF’s teaching team develops its own teaching content 

to offer original, authentic and relevant courses while 

respecting the Common Framework of Reference for 

Languages (CEFR). In particular, we have 5 rooms equipped 

with a digital interactive screen that allow teachers to offer 

interactive and fun courses. We are always creating new 

courses and materials to help you get the best possible 

learning experience.

We have developed two tools to help you optimize your 

learning of French independently after class and we improve 

them on a daily basis to constantly meet your expectations 

and needs.

When you arrive at the school, you will receive the LSF 

Roadbook, which is both a real course book with illustrated 

vocabulary, conjugation sheets and class activities, but also 

a guide to Montpellier with tips and good addresses to fully 

enjoy your stay (restaurants, culture, sports, nature...) and 

finally a logbook to record all your discoveries and your 

impressions.

You will also have access to our e-Learning platform 

throughout your stay (accessible on computer, tablet and 

smartphone). You will have access to course summaries at 

all levels, self-corrective exercises, grammar and vocabulary 

sheets, as well as oral and written comprehension exercises.

Our teaching team replies to all the questions you ask on 

the platform and corrects all your written contributions. 

The objective is to provide you with assistance after class 

by offering you correction, explanations and personalized 

advice.

To allow you to continue learning French after your stay, it is 

possible to extend access to the LSF e-Learning platform at 

a preferential rate for 3 months, 6 months or 1 year and take 

distance courses via Skype with the teachers you have had 

at the school.

Finally, if you encounter a difficulty with a notion seen in 

class, you can participate in the tutoring provided each week 

by a teacher from the school.

Teaching methods



2 . 3
—

 AN ADAPTED COURSE SCHEDULE 

Prior to their arrival, students complete an online written 

test that allows us to assess their level. On arrival, this level 

is confirmed during the oral test. Students enter a class 

adapted to their level. We consider it very important to 

satisfy our students: throughout their stay, from their first 

week to their last day. We ensure that the courses offered 

meet their expectations and needs. 

Hinda
Responsable du planning des cours & des examens.

We remain attentive and, if necessary, offer remedial 

solutions that can consist of a change of class and/or level 

or personalized assistance as part of the tutoring offered 

each week at the school.

To facilitate students’ daily lives, LSF has created an 

application available on smartphones to consult their course 

schedule.

 OUR GENERAL FRENCH COURSES  

Courses take place from Monday to Friday. The average 

number of students per class is 8. We never exceed 10 

students per class, which guarantees high quality teaching 

and a friendly atmosphere in the classes.

1 lesson equals 45 minutes. LSF reserves the right to modify 

the schedule in summer and during peak periods (Standard 

courses in the morning and afternoon) in order to maintain 

the quality level of the welcome and courses.

“LSF’s commitment: to accurately assess 

each student’s entry level and remain 

attentive to the objectives expressed by 

them, in order to offer a learning experience 

that is adapted to their needs. We carefully 

monitor the progress of our students 

throughout their journey in the French 

language.”

—  Elisa, Director of Studies.

1 0  S T U D E N T S 
P E R  C L A S S

F R O M  M O N D A Y
T O  F R I D A Y

1  L E S S O N  E Q U A L S 
4 5  M I N U T E S

20 group lessons • 15 hours of classes per week. 

The goal of this course is to provide you with the 

vocabulary and grammar essential to communicating in 

French by working on the five skills necessary for learning

a language: oral comprehension, oral production, oral 

interaction, written comprehension, written production.

Every week, LSF provides you with an assessment test so 

that you can measure your progress and memorise the main 

points of the week’s lessons.

Time schedule

 STANDARD CLASSES  

MONDAY
1.30 PM-3.30 PM

FROM TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
 9.00 AM-12.30 PM

 (break from 10.45 AM-11.00 AM)

Our Standard classes

From introduction to 
fluency in French



A1
A2
B1
B2
C1C2

LSF offers 

5 levels of French
based on the CEFR

(Common European Framework of Reference for Languages)

If you are a complete beginner, you need *
5 weeks to reach level A1

12 weeks to reach level A2 — 3 months of courses
20 weeks to reach level B1 — 5 months of courses
30 weeks to reach level B2 — 7 months of courses

42 weeks to reach level C1/C2 — 10 months of courses

If you have level A2, you need *
8 weeks to reach level B1

18 weeks to reach level B2
30 weeks to reach C1/C2 level

If you have level B2, you need *
12 weeks to reach level C1

If you have level A1, you need *
7 weeks to reach level A2

15 weeks to reach level B1 
25 weeks to reach level B2

37 weeks to reach C1/C2 level

If you have level B1, you need *
10 weeks to reach level B2 

22 weeks to reach level C1/C2 

If you have level C1, you need *
12 weeks to reach level C2 

* Minimum number of weeks to reach the desired level under optimal learning conditions.

This is a recommendation of the LSF teaching team; the evolution of your language level will also depend on your personal involvement and progress.

9 0  H O U R S 6  W E E K S *

1 3 5  H O U R S 9  W E E K S *

1 2 0  H O U R S 8  W E E K S *

1 6 5  H O U R S 1 1  W E E K S *

1 8 0  H O U R S 1 2  W E E K S *

L E V E L  A 1

L E V E L  B 1

L E V E L  A 2

L E V E L  B 2

L E V E L  C 1  /  C 2

Discover the language

Dealing with everyday situations

Dealing with everyday situations

Be independent in daily and professional life

Be autonomous in daily and professional life



The two afternoons of intensive classes are aimed at 

perfecting your oral skills in French (oral comprehension, 

production and interaction). All of our intensive courses are 

designed using interactive digital screens and take place 

in classrooms equipped with these screens, which means 

your lessons will be modern, dynamic, lively and, of course, 

interactive.

 

All the documents used are taken from French-speaking 

media (videos, radio programmes, reports) and stimulate 

interaction, discussion and debate. There is no grammar 

taught in this course, but you will reuse and improve the 

grammatical tools developed in the standard course.

Time schedule

 STANDARD COURSE  

MONDAY
1.30 PM-3.30 PM

FROM TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
 9 AM-12.30 PM

(break from 10.45 AM-11.00 AM)

 INTENSIVE COURSE 

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
1.30 PM-3.50 PM

(break from 2.50 PM-2.55 PM)

20 group lessons  • 15H (Standard classes)
6 group lessons • 4H30 (Intensive course)

19h30 of classes per week

Our Intensive course

Take your oral skills
to the next level 

The goal of this third afternoon is to get you out of the 

classroom in order to learn in a different way, on a do-it-

yourself basis. LSF proposes immersion lessons on various 

topics such as: theatre, cinema, video, photography,  guided 

tours,  treasure hunts, surveys, meetings, conferences, 

painting,  comic  books,  cooking, music... During these lessons 

you will get to discover French in various  meaningful places 

in Montpellier together with your teacher.

Time schedule

 STANDARD COURSE  

MONDAY
1.30 PM-3.30 PM

FROM TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
 9 AM-12.30 PM

(break from 10.45 AM-11.00 AM)

 INTENSIVE COURSE 

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
1.30 PM-3.50 PM

(break from 2.50 PM-2.55 PM)

 INTENSIVE IMMERSION COURSE 

WEDNESDAY
1.30 PM-4.35 PM

(break from 3.00 PM-3.05 PM)

Our Intensive Immersion 
classes

A different way to improve 
your French

20 group lessons  • 15H (Standard classes)
6 group lessons • 4H30 (Intensive course)

4 immersive lessons • 3H

22h30 of classes per week

INTENSIVE COURSEINTENSIVE COURSE



This formula allows you to improve   your knowledge of   the 

French  language  and culture, to perfect your oral skills, 

work on specific areas and meets your specific needs 

and expectations (enriching your vocabulary, improving 

grammar, phonetics…). Your teacher adapts to your needs, 

helping, advising and correcting in a totally customised 

manner.

Time schedule

 STANDARD COURSE  

MONDAY
1.30 PM-3.30 PM

FROM TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
 9 AM-12.30 PM

(break from 10.45 AM-11.00 AM)

 INTENSIVE COURSE 

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
1.30 PM-3.50 PM

(break from 2.50 PM-2.55 PM)

 PRIVATE COURSE 

WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
1.30 PM-3.00 PM

Our Intensive Plus 
classes

Develop all your skills

20 group lessons • 15H (Standard classes)
6 group lessons • 4H30 (Intensive course)

4 private lessons • 3H

22h30 of classes per week

20 group lessons • 15H (Standard classes)

2 group Cooking lessons • 2 x 3H

French & Cooking courses are the ideal formula for 

students wishing to perfect their French while indulging 

in the pleasures of the French kitchen and discovering the 

secrets of France’s world-famous cuisine. This programme 

is available year-round to all French levels and all cooking 

levels.

 

Our chef, a renowned professional with years of experience, 

invites students into the kitchen of his restaurant (12 

students maximum per class). The lessons take place in a 

very well-equipped professional kitchen located only 10 

minutes away from LSF on foot.

With the chef’s dynamic and creative teaching style, 

students will prepare a full meal that they will then have the 

pleasure of enjoying together.

TIME SCHEDULE

 STANDARD COURSE 

MONDAY
1.30 PM-3.30 PM

FROM TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
 9 AM-12.30 PM

(break from 10.45 AM-11 AM)

 COOKING  COURSE 

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
3.30 PM-6.30 PM

20 leçons collectives  → 15H (cours standard)
2 cours collectifs de cuisine→ 2X3H

  SPECIFIC COURSES  

French and Cooking

INTENSIVE COURSE



Special training programme for French teachers not from 

France (primary school, secondary school, high school, 

university).

The minimum level required : CEFR B1.

Four  available options: 

 SPECIAL SESSIONS ON 
 15,  22 AND 29 JULY 2019 

(1-WEEK FORMAT)

 SPECIAL SESSIONS FROM 
 15 TO 26 JULY AND 22 JULY 

 TO 02 AUGUST 2019 
(2-WEEK FORMAT)

 CLASSES FOR INDIVIDUALS 
 (YEAR-ROUND)

 CLASSES FOR GROUPS OF TEACHERS 
 (YEAR-ROUND)

 

The goal of this course is to give you the tools to develop 

written and oral proficiency while providing you with 

new lesson planning techniques. We use the task-based 

learning approach, through which the students develop the 

five CEFR skills (oral production, written production, oral 

comprehension, written comprehension, oral interaction).

 

Ask for our teacher course brochure
for more information.

SPECIFIC COURSES

French courses for 
teachers

Strive for perfection

ONE-TO-ONE LESSONS

One-to-one lessons let you work on specific areas and are 

designed around your specific needs and expectations. 

(Lexical enrichment, further improvement of grammatical 

skills, phonetics, professional needs...) Before your arrival, 

you fill out a form to tell us about your expectations and 

your specific needs.

 YOUR TEACHER ADAPTS TO  
 YOUR NEEDS,  HELPING, ADVISING  

 AND CORRECTING IN A TOTALLY  
 CUSTOMISED MANNER. 

Before your arrival, you fill out a form to tell us about your 

expectations and your specific needs.

Private lessons are organised in the afternoons or on 

Monday mornings.

Our one-to-one lessons
 Tailored to your specific 

needs



Our private long-distance
learning courses

Progress in French from your home
or office

LSF Montpellier offers private 
French lessons online on Skype and 
its e-Learning platform.

Before the start of the course, you will receive an invitation 

to join our e-Learning platform and create your profile. You 

will also take a placement test and complete a document to 

communicate your expectations and needs to your teacher 

who will develop a programme adapted to your profile. You 

can send LSF any specific document you wish to work on. 

Your teacher adapts to your needs; helps you, advises you 

and corrects you in a totally personalized way.

 

Your teacher guides you and assigns you work to do on 

the LSF e-Learning platform: he guides you by choosing 

exercises and modules adapted to your needs and your level.

The LSF teaching team also offers you personalized 

coaching in French: you can ask questions to our team 

who will answer you and propose a correction to all your 

writings.

The LSF team regularly publishes new course modules 

to allow you to go even further in your knowledge of the 

French language.

5 levels are available on the 
platform: 

 A1   →  5 COURSE MODULES 

 A2→ 7 COURSE MODULES

 B1 → 8 COURSE MODULES

 B2 → 10 COURSE MODULES

C1-C2 → 12 COURSE MODULES 

+ a catalogue of more than 250 tailor-made 
training modules to enable you to choose what 
you want to improve
(grammar exercises and lessons, vocabulary, conjugation; 
oral and written comprehension, written production, 
phonetics)



LSF offers preparation courses for B1 and B2 DELF exams 

and C1 and C2 DALF exams.

These diplomas are internationally recognised and valid 

for life. They can help you find a job around the world and 

let you enrol in French universities (B2, C1 diplomas) and 

prestigious universities (engineering, business, political 

science). They are often required for enrolment in other 

Francophone universities (Switzerland, Belgium, Canada).

 

In the preparation course, you study the methodology, 

vocabulary and themes specific to these exams while 

improving your knowledge of grammar and ability to 

communicate. You work on and develop the 4 skills that 

will be tested on exam day: oral comprehension, written 

comprehension, oral production and written production. 

Practice exams are organised by the teachers at LSF to 

better prepare you for the exam.

TIME SCHEDULE

 STANDARD COURSE  

MONDAY
1.30 PM-3.30 PM

FROM  TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
 9.00 AM-12.30 PM

(break from 10.45 AM-11.00 AM)

 PREPARATION COURSE 

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
1.30 PM-3.00 PM

(break from 2.50 PM to 2.55 PM)

WEDNESDAY
13h30-16H35

(break from 3.00 PM to 3.05 PM)

Our DELF/DALF preparation courses last for five weeks. 

20 group lessons • 15H (Standard classes)
8 group lessons (preparation courses) • 6H

21h00 of classes per week

DELF/DALF preparation 
courses

Official certification 
for your proficiency in 

French

A Diploma in Professional French (DFP) enhances your 
ability to work in French as well. It is a real asset on your 
CV and facilitates your development within your company 
or facilitates access to a new job. Indeed, in an increasingly 
competitive global market, French language is a strength.
LSF allows you to prepare and pass diplomas in the 
following fields: Business, Tourism-Hotels-Restaurant and 
International Relations.

During the preparation course, you study the lexicon and 
the topics specific to these exams. You work and develop 
the 4 skills on which you will be assessed on the day of 
the exam: Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing. Mock 
exams are organised by certified LSF teachers, accredited 
by the CCIP (Chambre de commerce et d’industrie de Paris) 
to properly prepare you for the exam.

LSF is also a TEF (French language evaluation test) 
examination centre. This examination is essential if you 
need to prove that you have a level to enter a French higher 
education institution. It is also asked if you want to settle in 
France (TEF Naturalisation), and if you want to emigrate to 
Canada or Quebec (TEFAQ).

TIME SCHEDULE

 STANDARD COURSE  

MONDAY
1.30 PM-3.30 PM

FROM TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
 9.00 AM-12.30 PM

(break from 10.45 AM-11.00 AM)

 PREPARATION COURSE 

FROM TUESDAY TO THURSDAY
1.30 PM-3.00 PM

(break from 2.50 PM to 2.55 PM)

DFP preparation
course 

Officially certify your level 
of professional French 

Our DFP preparation courses last three weeks. 

20 group lessons  • 15H (Standard classes)
6 group lessons • 4H30 (preparation course)

19H30 of classes per week

OUR EXAM PREPARATION COURSES  OUR EXAM PREPARATION COURSES 



“ LSF is the best choice if you want to learn French. 

The school is amazing, the staff and faculty are so 

welcoming and helpful. There are multiple excursions 

each day you can choose from that the school 

organizes. From soccer, to hiking, happy hour even 

a wine and cheese tasting there is something for 

everyone. My French improved vastly during my time 

at LSF and I had fun doing it, I just wish I could have 

stayed longer! ”
— Olivia O’Malley



“ Great experience that i will remember all my life. 

My host family was the best, teachers are really helpful. 

Montpellier is one sunny happy city that has a special 

place in my heart. ”
— Тамара Лукић



The course content is perfectly suited to the specifics of 

A Level exams. You will work on the 4 skills evaluated on 

exam day: oral comprehension, written comprehension, 

oral production and written production. You will study the 

methodology, vocabulary and themes specific to these 

exams.

 

Before your arrival, you fill out a form to tell your teachers 

about your expectations and your specific needs. Additional 

one-to-one lessons can be added upon request.

TIME SCHEDULE

 PREPARATION COURSE 

MONDAY
13h30-15h30

FROM  TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
 9.00 AM-12.30 PM

(break from 10.45 AM to 11.00 AM)

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
1.30 PM-3.50 PM

(break from 2.50 PM to2.55 PM)

Preparation
A Level

The course content is perfectly suited to the specifics of 

Leaving Certificate exams. You will study the methodology, 

vocabulary and themes specific to these exams; you will 

develop the relevant skills that will allow you to be ready on 

the day of the exam .

 

Before your arrival, you fill out a form to tell your teachers 

about your expectations and your specific needs. Additional 

one-to-one lessons can be added upon request.

TIME SCHEDULE

 STANDARD COURSE  

MONDAY
1.30 PM-3.30 PM

FROM  TUESDAY TO FRIDAY
 9.00 AM-12.30 PM

(break from 10.45 AM to 11.00 AM)

 PREPARATION COURSE 

TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
1.30 PM-3.50 PM

(break from 2.50 PM to2.55 PM)

Preparation
Leaving Certificate

Transition Year

20 group lessons  • 15H (Standard classes)
6 group lessons • 4H30 (preparation course)

19H30 of classes per week

26 group lessons per week, focused on preparation 
for the exams

Programme of tourist and cultural activities

19H30 of classes*

* If there are not enough students, the students preparing for A Level 
exams will attend Standard lessons (20 lessons of 45 minutes each = 15 
hours of classes) and receive 6 intensive exam preparation lessons two 

afternoons (6 lessons = 4 hours and a half of classes).

OUR EXAM PREPARATION COURSES   OUR EXAM PREPARATION COURSES  



Each aspect of life can be a source of learning 
and progress. Thus we do everything in our 
power to ensure that our students progress 
in French at all times and in all circumstances. 
Every moment will be an opportunity to 
practice French: in class, during everyday 
activities offered by the school, while 
discussing with the LSF team and the other 

students.

3 . 1
—

 A VIP GREETING TO DISCOVER OUR 
 SCHOOL AND OUR LEARNING 

 METHODOLOGY 

Upon arrival at LSF, you will begin your immersion in French 

culture with a typical breakfast (pastries and hot drinks). We 

will introduce you to the educational functioning of the school 

specially designed to promote your learning. You will then 

proceed with an oral French test in order to place you in a course 

adapted to your level. Our guides specialized in heritage will 

finally take you back in time through the history of Montpellier 

and its architectural treasures during a visit full of anecdotes.

3 . 2
—

 THE PLANNING OF YOUR STAY 

We will always strive to make your stay as pleasant and simple as 

possible thanks to efficient planning and digital tools. Our team 

is there to answer all your questions about your life in and out of 

school.

3 . 3
—

 ACTIVITIES AND ENTERTAINMENT 

Every week we offer you a rich and diverse programme of 

activities in which we explore the immense possibilities that the 

city and the region offer us.

Sports and leisure activities
Whether it is to practice or attend sports events, Montpellier and 

its region are full of possibilities and everyone will find something 

to their liking. You can practice all the classic sports but also many 

outdoor sports such as hiking, climbing or canyoning. If you are 

a water sports enthusiast, the Mediterranean Sea is right there! 

You can practice paddle, wake-board or even sailing. Montpellier 

is one of the most sports-oriented cities in France, so you can 

watch top-level handball, rugby and football matches. Do not 

forget the FISE, one of the biggest extreme sports festivals in the 

world!

Cultural and artistic activities
If sport is a celebration, culture is not to be outdone in 

Montpellier. With, among other things, two operas, numerous 

theaters and an international dance centre, there are great 

opportunities to enjoy. In the evening, you can enjoy the many 

shows that we propose to you to attend at preferential rates.

History & Heritage activities
Montpellier and its region are full of remarkable historical sites. 

From Roman antiquity to the Middle Ages and modern times, 

each period is well represented. We surround ourselves with 

heritage specialists to guide you in the discovery of all these 

jewels.

03Welcome
& activities
At LSF we believe that learning French is not 
limited to the classroom.  
“The continuity of learning French also takes place outside the classroom in a friendly atmosphere. 

The community formed by students and school staff is an endless source of enrichment.”

— Léa, French teacher, responsible for the reception and activities



“ Best Place to learn French in Montpellier. Great teachers, cool 

people, cool activities after lesson ”
— Lorenzo Pelosi
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4 . 1
—

 ACCOMMODATION WITH 
 A HOST FAMILY 

This is the most popular formula and is essential if you want to 

exchange and discover French life. You will have a real immersion 

experience and will have the opportunity to practice French 

during the meals you will share with the family. The families 

are rigorously selected and met by our team and have signed 

a charter of greeting and trust. In order to promote complete 

immersion, we ensure that students who speak the same 

language do not live under the same roof. Each student has his 

own private room.

4 . 2
—

 ACCOMMODATION IN 
 STUDENT RESIDENCE 

This is an economical solution that allows you to be independent 

and benefit from all the necessary amenities (terrace, laundry, 

study room, breakfast room...). In a student residence, you 

meet other students from all over the world and enjoy a strong 

intercultural experience. Each studio is equipped with its own 

bathroom and kitchenette. Our residences are located less than 

20 minutes away from LSF.

4 . 3
—

 ACCOMMODATION IN 
 AN APART-HOTEL 

This accommodation package is perfectly suited if you come 

with family or friends and want to be lodged in the same place. 

The proposed studios or 2-room suites are all located in the 

city centre, about 15 minutes by foot or tram from the school, 

equipped with kitchenette and bathroom. You will benefit from 

a traditional hotel service, reception open 24 hours a day and 7 

days a week, cleaning according to the length of your stay.

4 . 4
—

 ACCOMMODATION IN 
 PRIVATE APARTMENTS 

Our private apartments are ideal if you want to be completely 

independent and have a pleasant living space and a superior 

level of comfort.

4 . 5
—

 FLAT-SHARING ACCOMMODATION 

If you prefer to have more space than in a student residence and 

not be alone, we recommend that you share a flat. You will share 

common areas, such as the bathroom and kitchen, with other 

students, French or foreign, and you will enjoy a private room.

Accommodation
“LSF Montpellier encourages immersion in a host family, which the school carefully selects for their 

sense of hospitality and sharing in order to optimize the learning of French. We also offer a wide range of 

hosting solutions” — Béatrice, Accommodation Manager.



In the event of a problem, we respond immediately and always 

try to find a satisfactory and consistent solution. We may have to 

allow our students to change course levels, accommodation 

or host.

This degree of high standards has 
enabled LSF Montpellier to obtain the 
maximum score for the FLE Quality 
Label awarded by 3 government 
ministries.

Furthermore, LSF Montpellier is an active member of the 

Groupement FLE, which carefully monitors compliance with 

strict quality standards.

LSF Montpellier is also certified:

Campus France, Etude en France, CSN, Bildungsurlaub

05Quality, accreditations 
& reviews
Every week, LSF Montpellier measures the satisfaction of its 
students. We submit a survey at the end of the first week to 
each of our students to gather their impressions on:

THE COURSES

THE SUITABILITY BETWEEN THEIR LEARNING OBJECTIVE 
AND THE TEACHING

THEIR ACCOMMODATION AND THE RELATIONSHIPS
THEY HAVE WITH THEIR HOST

THE ACTIVITIES

 LSF MONTPELLIER HAS 
 THE BEST REVIEWS IN 

 MONTPELLIER: 

certificate of excellence

4,9/5

4,8/5
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“ I loved everything about the school, logistical details, 

teaching methodology, communication, etc.

The way Azadee managed the class and the type of 

exercises she used, made me love French in spite my 

fears for its grammar.

The every day almost 4h course seemed to be like a 30 

minutes course. I was never bored.

I spent one week with my daughter and we had 

French classes separately. I would recommend this 

combination of holiday for everyone who wants to 

spend their holiday in a very useful and pleasant way. I 

will definitely come back. ”
— Roxana Ene






